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The Nested Relational Algebra: 
A Tool to handle Structured Information 

G.J. Rouben, Univ. of Technology, Eindhoven, The NetJierlands 
J. Paredaens, University of Antwerp, Belgium 

D. Tahon, University of Antwerp, Belgium 

Introduction 

In database theory, an algebra is a set of operators that express new relations in terms of one 
or two operand relations. In this way queries can be defined. These queries handle structural 
information. This information is the counterpart of the computable information, such as the 
calculation of the sum of numbers or the detection of the larger of two values. The latter 
information cannot be expressed in the algebra we use here. 

A nested relation is a data structure that is used to represent structured information in a 
database. It can be considered as a table whose entries can be atomic or nested reladons 
themselves. 

Thomas and Fisher [TF] introduced a model that allows nested relations. They also defined 
an algebra of operators for it. Roth, Korth and Silberschatz [RKS] defined a calculus-like 
query language for the nested relational model. Since then different languages have been 
introduced that are based on this model. 

This paper illustrates the expressive power of the nested relational algebra. It demonstrates 
that this algebra is a suitable model for the implementation of nested relational languages. 
It also gives some examples of queries that cannot be expressed in the nested algebra. 

In section 1 we give the formal definition of the nested algebra. Next we prove that the 
operators of the algebra are independent. Section 3 till section 6 illustrate different classes 
of operators, expressions and queries that are expressible in the algebra. 

Finally, section 7 gives some examples of operators that handle structured information but 
that cannot be expressed in the algebra. 

1 Preliminaries 

We define the relation schemes, the relation instances and the operators of the nested algebra. 
We use almost the same definitions as in [PVG]. 

1.1 Relation scheme 

An attribute can be an identifier: 

< attribute> --+ < identifier> 

Such an attribute is called atomic and < identifier> is called the name of the attribute. 

An attribute can also have the form 

< attribute> --+ < identifier> < scheme> 
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Such an attribute is called structured and < identifier> i. called the name of the attribute. 

< list of attributes> -+ < empty list> I 
< non-empty list of attributes> 

< non-empty list of attributes> -+ < attribute> I 
< attribute> < non-empty list of attributes> 

A relation scheme or a scheme has the form 

< scheme> -+ « non-empty list of attributes» 

All identifiers in a scheme must be different. 

Two attributes are called compatible if and only if they are both atomic or their schemes are 
compatible: Two schemes are compatible if and only if their corresponding attributes are 
compatible. 

If a is an attribute of the scheme of a structured attribute 13, we say that 13 is the parent 
attribute of a. 

We say that a structured attribute 13 is an ancestor of an attribute a, if 13 is the parent 
attribute of a or if 13 is an ancestor of the parent attribute of a. 

We say that an attribute occurs in a scheme if it is an attribute of that scheme or if it occurs 
in the scheme of a structured attribute. We say that a list of attributes occurs in a scheme if 
all its attributes are attributes of that scheme or if they occur in the scheme with the same 
parent attribute. 

The level of an identifier in a scheme is the number of bracket-pairs that surround the identifier 
in the scheme. The level of an attribute is equal to the level of its name. The level of a list 
of attributes is equal to the level of its attributes. 

(A,B,C) is a scheme, all identifiers of which are at level!. (A1,B1,C1(D2,E2(F3))) is a 
scheme where the indices indicate the level of each identifier. 

1.2 Instances of a Relation Scheme 

Let (>.) be the scheme (aI, ... ,an ), where a1 stands for an attribute, either atomic or struc
tured. The set of instances of (>.), denoted by Inst((>.)), is the set 

Inst((>.)) = {sis is a finite subset of values(atJ t><I ••• t><I values(an )} 

where values(A) is the set of the natural numbers if A is an atomic attribute and values(A(>.)) 
= Inst((>.)) otherwise. The elements of an instance of (>.) are called tuples over the scheme 
(>.). 
Remark that for simplicity we assume that all atomic attributes have the same values-set. 

< 4, 5, 4 > is a tuple of the instance 

A B C 

1 2 3 
4 5 4 
3 2 4 
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and < 1,3, {< 5, {< 2 >} >, < 3, {< 2 >, < 4 >, < 5 >} >} > is a tuple of the instance 

Al Bl Cl (D2, E2(F3)) 

3 { 4 
5 

1 2 

{ 7 
6 8 

9 

1 3 j: OJ] 
1.3 Operators in the Nested Algebra 

We define the operators in the nested algebra similar to the one introduced and used in 
[HPJ, [PAj, [PVGj, [RKSj, [Sj, [SPSj, [VGj, [HS], [OOMj and [TFj. The algebra consists of 8 
operators which are called NA-operators, and which are defined as follows: 

• The union operator U : let 31,32 E In3t((>.)). Then 31 U 32 is tbe set-theoretic union 
of 31 and S2 and is an instance of the scheme (>.). 

• The difference operator: let SI, S2 E Inst( (>.)). Then 31 - S2 is the set-theoretic 
difference of SI and S2 and is an instance of the scheme (>.). 

• The join operator t><l : let SI E In3t((>'I)) and 32 E In3t((>'2)), with (>.d and (>'2) 

schemes without common identifiers. Then SI t><l S2 is the (standard) cartesian product 
of SI and 32 and is an instance of the scheme (>'1, >'2). 

• The renaming operator p: let 3 E In3t((>')), with (A) a scheme, having an attribute 
with name A. Let B be an identifier not occurring in (A). Then PA_B(S) is the 
(standard) renaming of A by Bins and it is an instance of the scheme obtained from 
(A) by replacing A with B. 

• The selection operator IT : let 3 E Inst((>')), with (>.) a scheme, having two compatible 
attributes a and (3. Then ITa=p(s) is the subset of s consisting of all the tuples with 
equal a and (3 components and it is an instance of the scheme (A). 

• The projection operator 7r : let s E Inst((A)), with (A) a scheme, having attributes 
aI, ... , ak. Then 7ra ,,. ..• a. (s) is the (standard) projection on the attributes al through 
ak and it is an instance of the scheme (al •... ,ak). If t is a tuple of s, we denote its 
projection on Q}, •.. ,Ok by t lall ... ,ak' 

• The nest operator V : let s E Inst((A)), with (A) the scheme (Al,A2), where A2 is not 
empty and let A be an identifier not occurring in (A). Then V>.,;A(S) is an instance of 
the scheme (>'1, A(>'2)). If >'1 is not empty, V>.,;A(S) is the set of the elements < tl, a>, 
where tl is a tuple over (Ad and where a is the set of the elements t2, such that 
< tl, t2 > is in s. If Al is empty, V>.,;A (s) is the set that contains only one element, 
namely s. Notice that in this definition we have made the notational simplification 
that A2 is an end sequence of A. 
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• The unnest operator P : let s E Inst( (A)). with (A) the scheme (A,. A(A2))' Then PA( s) 
is an instance of the scheme (A,.A2) and PAtS) is the set of elements <t,.t2> such 
that there is an element < t,. a > in s with t2 E a. Notice the notational simplification 
that A(A2) is an end sequence of A. 

We will sometimes use the notation PA, •...• A.-B, •...• B. as the abbreviation of PA,-B, ... 
PAI&-B" and (TOtll ... ,Ot/c=/311 •.• ,fJ" as the abbreviation of tTQ1 ={31 ..• (1a,,=/3,,' We also write 
attributes instead of attribute names or attribute names instead of attributes if possible. 

Algebraic expressions of the nested algebra. called NA-ezpressions. are defined in the usual 
way. 

Let r be an instance of the first scheme above and s an instance of the second one 
<TD=E(VB;.[)(vc;E(r))) and PE,(PC,(1ro,(s))) are two NA-expressions. 

We say that an operator on nested relations is NA-expressible if and only if there is an NA
expression that is defined for the same operands as the operator and that. for every operand. 
yields the same result as the operator. Furthermore. this expression may depend on the 
schemes but not on the instances of the operands. 

2 NA-operators are independent 

In this section. we will prove that the eight NA-operators. as defined in section 1. are in
dependent. To prove this. it suffices that each operator is not expressible by the others. 
Therefore. we describe for each operator a property that is violated by the operator. but that 
is preserved by each of the seven other operators. 

For most operators our assertion is rather obvious. In these cases we will restrict ourselves 
to an informal proof. 

Definition 2.1 

We define the set of leaves of a scheme. as the set of all the atomic attributes that occur in 
the scheme. So. if (A) is a scheme. we have: 

Se«A)) = {A I A is an atomic attribute that occurs in (A)} 

o 

projection: Let us consider the number of leaves that occur in a scheme. Since the 
projection is the only NA-operator which can lower this number. it is clear that the projection 
cannot be expressed by the seven other operators. 

join : Analogous to the projection. the join operator is the only NA-operator which can 
augment the number ofleaves in a scheme. Consequently. the join operator cannot be removed 
from the algebra without loss of expressibility. 

In order to handle the nest and the unnest operators. we need to introduce some new defini
tions. 
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Definition 2.2 

We define the depth of a scheme and of its corresponding instance to be the maximum level 
of all its identifiers. 
Notation: "DeP{{A)) = "Dep{.) if 5 E In5t«A)). 

o 

nest : The nest and the join are the only operators capable to increase the depth of its 
argument(s). However, if only one instance 5, having depth I, is available, it is obvious that 
any expression, which does not make use of the nest operator, cannot create an instance out 
of s, having a depth greater than I. So, the nest operator positively adds expressibility to 
our nes ted algebra. 

unnest : Let us consider the instance s such that: 

• E In.t«A(A))) 
"Dep{.) = "DeP«A(A))) = I > 1 

Suppose this is the only instance available. Using the unnest operator we can decrease the 
depth of. to 1 - 1. Any NA-expression which does not use the unnest operator, would 
result in an instance with a depth of at least I. Consequently, the unnest operator cannot be 
expressed by the seven other operators. 

renaming: Since "renaming" is the only operator that can rename atomic attributes, it 
cannot be expressed by the seven other operators. 

The next operator we will handle is "difference", for which an additional definition is required. 

Definition 2.3 

Let (A) = (a1,'" ,a.) be a scheme, a and b atomic values. 
Then we say that an instance. E In.t«A)) is clean with respect to the ordered pair (a,b) 
over scheme (A), if and only if 

1. 'It E " "Va. atomic attribute: t I", = a =? 3t' E • : t' 1",= band 
"Vi i i: t' 1,,;= t I,,; 

2. "Vt E ',"Val .tructured attribute with .cheme (A') : tl", is clean with respect to (a,b) 
over scheme (.\') 

o 

difference: It is easy to check that the operators ,.., U, p, ~, II, p., and (J" produce clean 
instances with respect to (a, b), when applied on clean instances with respect to the same 
pair. Now, let us consider the instances. = {a,b} and.' = {b} E In.t«A)) which are both 
clean with respect to (a,b) over (A). Clearly,. -.' = {a} is not clean with respect to (a,b), 
which proves the independency of the difference operator. 
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Definition 2.4 

Let (A) be a scheme. We define the function AVOM such that AVOM(A.s) is the set of 
all atomic values of the atomic attribute A occurring in s. We call AVOM(A.s) the active 
domain of attribute A in instance s. 

o 

union: Let (A) = (Al. A2) be a scheme with Al and A2 atomic attributes and s E Inst((A)) 
defined by: 8 = {<1.2>}. So. AVOM(Al.8) = {l} and AVOM(A2.S) = {2}. With the 
aid of the union operator we can create an instance s' with both 1 and 2 as value of one 
attribute. say A3. 

So s' is the instance of scheme (As) equal to {<1>.<2>}. 
Hence. the result is an instance with an active domain that is larger than the original active 
domains. This is not possible without using the union operator. Consequently. the union 
operator cannot be expressed by the seven other operators. 

The last operator we will have to deal with is the selection operator. 

Definition 2.5 

Let (A) be a scheme. 8 E Inst((A)) and 0 a set of atomic values. 
We define: 

8 is strict complete with respect to 0 
{=} 

s = 88 with 88 = {t I t tuple over the scheIne of 8 and 
VA atomic attributes of the scheme of s : tlAE 0 and 
Va structured attributes of the scheme of 8 : t la is strict complete 
with respect to O} 

s is complete with respect to e 
{=} 

s is strict complete with respect to 0 or s = 0 

The following are examples of complete instances with respect to {a. b}: 

A A A B A B(C) A(B) 
a a a --
b b 

a {'b} {/:} a 
b {/:} b a 

b b 

o 

selection: The reader is invited to check that the operators .... U. -. P. ~. v. and I' produce 
complete instances with respect to O. when applied on complete instances with respect to O. 
That this does not hold for the selection is illustrated by the following example: 
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Let s be the instance 
A B 
a a 
a b 
b a 
b b 

It holds that s is complete with respect to {a, b}, but 0" A=B( s) is not complete 
with respect to {a, b} ! 

As a consequence, using the selection operator allows us to express manipulations that are 
not expressible without it. 

3 Expressibility of NA-operators at all levels 

In this section we will first define the application of an NA-operator at a higher level and 
then we will prove that such an application is NA-expressible. 

3.1 Definitions 

The attributes occurring in the definitions of the NA-operators are called the parameter 
attributes of the NA-operators. 
If the unary N A -operators (0", 7r, p, II, Jl) are applied according to their definitions, then we 
say that they are applied at levell, because all parameter attributes are attributes at level 
1. Since there appear no attributes in the definitions of the binary NA-operators (u, -, M), 
we will say that they are applied at level o. 

Suppose k 2:: 1 , s E Inst«A)). Let A(A2) and B(Aa) be compatible structured attributes at 
level k of a list >'1 occurring in >., and let C(>'4) be a structured attribute compatible with 
A(A2) (and hence with B(A3)) and which has no identifiers in common with >.. 
Then we say that we apply the union A U B (resp. difference A - B) at level k on instance 
s ,denoted by [C(>'4) := Au BJ(s) (resp. [C(>'4) := A - BJ(s)), if: 

• [C(>'4):= Au BJ(s) (resp. [C(>'4) := A - BJ(s)) is an instance of the scheme obtained 
out of (>.) by adding to >'1 the new attribute C(>'4) 

• [C(>'4) := Au B)(s) (resp. [C(>'4) := A - B)(s)) equals the instance obtained by 
adding to each tuple, of every AI-value in s , the C(A4)-value that is the union (resp. 
difference) of the A(>'2)-value and the B(>'3)-value. 

In the same way, we can define the application of the join at level k 2': 1 : 
Suppose s E Inst«>.)). Let A(A2) and B(A3) be structured attributes at level k of a list >'1 
occurring in >., and let C(>'4) be an attribute such that (>'4) is compatible with (>'2, A3) and 
such that C(A4) has no identifiers in common with A. 

Then we say that we apply the join A "" B at level k on instance s , denoted by [C{>'4) := 

A"" BJ(s),if: 

• [C(>'4) := AM BJ(s) is an instance of the scheme obtained by adding to >'1 the new 
attribute C( A4) 
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• [C(A4) := A t><I B](s) equals the instance obtained by adding to each tuple of every 
Al-value in s, the C(A4)-value that is the cartesian product of the A(A2)-value and the 
B( A3 )-value. 

Suppose k 2: 2, s E Inst«A)) and let a and f3 be compatible attributes at level k in (A) 
having the same parent attribute Z(N), 

Then we say that we apply the selection a = f3 at level k on s, denoted by ua=p(s), if: 

• ua=p(s) is an instance of the scheme (A) 

• ua=p(s) equals the instance obtained by replacing each Z(A')-value in s by the value 
that is the selection a = f3 of the Z(N)-value. 

In the same way, the other unary NA-operators are applied at level k 2: 2. 

We will confine ourselves to the notations : 

• 11" a" , ... ,a" (s) with ai" ... ,ai, attributes at level k, having the same parent attribute 

• PA~B( s) with A the name of an attribute at level k and B an identifier not occurring 
in the scheme of s 

• vA;d s) with A a list of attributes at level k and C an identifier not occuring in the 
scheme of s 

• JLc( s) with C the name of a structured attribute at level k 

Hence, the notations for the unary operators applied at level k, do not differ from those 
at level 1. Note that in the application of the binary operators, we add a new structured 
attribute on level k, but in the application of the unary operators, we substitute a structured 
attribute on level k. 

The following examples demonstrate for an instance s, what the resulting scheme looks like, 
when an NA-operator is applied at a- higher level on the instance s .. 
Suppose s E Inst«A1 ,Bl(C2(D3),E2,F2(G3)),Hl(I2,J2))) then 

• the union C2 U F2 (an application at level 2), [K2(La) := C2 U F2](s), is an instance of 
the scheme 

• thejoinBl ""Hl (an application at level 1), [M1(N2(03),P2,Q2(Ra),S2,T2):= Bl "" 
H1](s), is an instance of the scheme 

• the projection 1I"F, (an application at level 2), 1I"F,(S), is an instance of the scheme 
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3.2 The copy operator and the empty operator 

In section 3.3 we will show that every application of an NA·operator at level k :::: 1, is 
NA-expressible_ To this end we will frequently need an operator (copy) which duplicates an 
attribute. 

Definition 3.1 

Suppose s E Inst((A)). Let a be an attribute of,\ and let 13 be an attribute compatible with 
a such that all identifiers occurring in 13 do not occur in A. 

Then we define cOPYa_/3( s) such that: 

• cOPYa_/3(s) is an instance of the scheme (A,f3) 

• cOPYa_/3( s) is the instance obtained by adding to each tuple t of s the value t 1/3, with 

tl/3=~la. 

We say that copy is applied at level 1 since a is an attribute of A at level I. 

Theorem 3.1 The application of copy at level 1 is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

o 

Suppose S E Inst((A)). Let a be an attribute of A and let 13 be an attribute compatible with 
a such that all identifiers occurring in 13 do not occur in A. 

Then cOPYa_/3(s) equals I1"a=/3(s "" Pa_/3(1ra (s))). 
o 

Definition 3.2 

Suppose k :::: 2 and s E Inst((A)). Let Z(Ad be a structured attribute occurring in A at level 
k - 1, let a be an attribute of A, and let 13 be an attribute compatible with a such that all 
idimtifiers occurring in 13 do not occur in A. 

Then we say that we apply copy a -+ /3 at level k on instance s, denoted cOPYa_/3( s), if: 

• cOPYa_/3(s) is an instance of the scheme obtained by replacing in (A) the attribute 
Z(A,) by Z(A"f3) 

• cOPYa_/3(s) is the instance obtained by replacing each tuple t over Z(A,) in s, by the 
tuple t' over Z(Al' /3), with t' L\, = t and t'I/3= t la. 

o 

Another kind of operator we will frequently need, is the empty operator, which creates an 
instance with the empty set as its only tuple. 

Definition 3.3 

Let (A) be a scheme, s E Inst((A)) and A an identifier that does not occur in (A). 
Then the scheme of emPA( s) is (A(A)), and empA(s) = {< 0 >}. 

Theorem 3.2 The emp operator is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

Suppose s E Inst((A)) and A an identifier not occurring in A. 
Then empA(s) equals "A;A(S - s). 
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3.3 How to express an NA-operator at level k ? 

In this section we will show how the application of each NA-operator at level k 2: 1 can 
be expressed. We will introduce an induction technique which can be used for all eight 
NA-operators and which assumes that the application at level 1 is NA-expressible for each 
NA-operator. 

3.3.1 The N A-operators at level 1 

We only have to prove NA-expressibility at levell for the binary operators, since the appli
cation of the unary operators at level 1 corresponds to the definitions of section 1. 

Lemma 3.1 The application of the union operator at levell i8 NA-ezpre8sible. 

Proof 

We show for a specific example how the application of the union at level 1 can be expressed 
in the nested algebra. This example can be generalized in a natural way. 

Let (.\) = (A, B(E),C(F)) be a scheme with A, E and F atomic attributes and let 8 E 
In8t((.\)). 
We want to produce the instance s' = [D(G) := B U C](8). 
From 8 we construct: 

81 = COPYB(E)~D(G)(8) 
82 = COPYC(F)~D(G)(S) 
83 = 81 U 82 

84 = O'B=c(8 3) 
$5 = S3 - 84 

Now 8S only holds tuples, which have at least one of the values of B(E) or C(F) not empty. 
Therefore we can unnest the D( G)-attribute without loosing the A-value. 

If we nest the G-attribute again, we obtain as D(G)-values, the sets that are the union of the 
corresponding B(E)- and C(F)-value. 

Now we only have to unite 87 and 84. 

8S = 87 U 84 

It is obvious that 8S now equals 8'. 

o 

Note: As one can see in the proof above, tuples that have the empty set as value of a 
structured attribute, require a special treatment. If not, these tuples would disappear after 
unnesting the structured attribute. A special treatment is needed for all operators at higher 
levels. 
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Lemma 3.2 The application of the difference at levell is NA.expressible. 

Proof 

As for the union operator, we will here too prove the expressibility by means of a specific 
example that can easily be generalized. 

Let (.~) = (A, B(E), C(F)) be a scheme with A, E and F atomic attributes. Let 8 E In8t«A)). 
We want to produce the instance s' = [D( G) := B - C]( 8). 

Consider the following sequence of expressions : 

81 = J.lD(COPYB(EJ_D(GJ(8)) 
s2 = J.lD(COPYO(FJ_D(GJ(8)) 
83 = 81 -'2 

'4 = VG;D(83) 

'4 only contains tuples that do not have the empty set as value of B(E), since those tuples 
have disappeared in the first unnest and should therefore be treated differently. 

S5 = 7rA,B,o('3) 
86 = S - 85 

'6 is the instance which contains the tuples that have the empty set as B(E)-value. We have 
to add those tuples with an empty D( G)-value. 

87 = empD(7rG('3)) 
8S = 86 t:>4 37 

'9 = 84 U 8S 

Now 89 equals :/. 

Lemma 3.3 The application of the join at level 1 i. NA-expre.sible. 

Proof 

o 

Let (A) = (A, B(E), C(F)) be a scheme with A, E and F atomic attributes. Let 8 E In8t«A)). 
We want to produce the instance.' = [D(G, H) := B "" CJ(.). 

Consider the following sequence of expressions: 

81 = J.lB'(COPYB(EJ_B'(GJ(8)) 
'2 = J.lO'(COPYO(FJ_O'(HJ(8)) 

'3 = PA,B(EJ,O(FJ-A' ,B'(E'J,O'(F'J('d 

35 = O'A,B,C=A',B',C1 (S4) 

36 = 1r'A,B,C,G,H(SS) 

87 = VG,H;D(86) 

87 only contains tuples that do not have the empty set as value of B(E) or C(F), since such 
tuples have disappeared in the unnests. Therefore, we have to treat those tuples in another 
way. 

8S = 8 - 7rA,B,O(87) 
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Now'8 is the instance containing the tuples that have the empty set as B(E)- or G(F)-value. 
We "must add these tuples with an empty D( G, H)-value. 

'9 = '8 "" empD(I'D( 1I"D('7))) 
'10 = '7 U'9 

Now '10 equals .'. 

3.3.2 The NA-operators at level k > 1 

o 

For the union operator, we will now give the proof of the induction step from k - 1 to k. The 
reader is invited to check the proof for the other seven operators. 

Theorem 3.3 The application of the union at level k > 1 i. ezpre •• ible. 

Proof 

The application of the union at level 1 is expressible as shown in lemma 3.l. 
induction hypothesis: The application of the union at level k - 1 is expressible. 

Suppose 5 E In5t«A)). Let A(Atl and B(A2) be compatible structured attributes occurring 
in A at level k , having the same parent attribute Z(A3). Let Y(A4) be the ancestor of A(At) 
(and hence of B(A2)) at level 1 (if k = 2 then Y(A4) equals Z(A3)). 
We want to produce the instance [G(AS) := Au B](.). 
Suppose AS is the list obtained out of A4 by adding to A3 the new attribute G(A5) and suppose 
A7 is the list obtained by replacing in A, the list A4 by A6· 
We can obtain the instance [G(AS) := AU B](5) by: 

'1 = copyy(),.)_y,(:>.~)(s) 

52 = I'Y(5tJ 
53 = [C(AS) := Au B]('2) (this is an application at level k - 1 !) 
54 = V:>..;y(53) 

55 = 11"'>'1('4) 

'5 only contains tuples that do not have the empty set as Y();s )-value, since those tuples 
have disappeared unnesting Y(A4). 

56 = p.>.._.>.~(empY'(1I">..(52))) 
81 = S t><I S6 

58 = 1I">.(OY=Y'(57)) 

Now, 58 contains the tuples of 5 with the empty set as Y(A4)-value. We have to add these 
tuples with the empty set as Y(As)-value. 

59 = 1I"'>'1(PY('>'.)_Y'('>'~)('8) "" empY(1I">..(53))) 
510 = 55 U 59 

Now 510 equals [G(A5) := Au B](.). 
o 

We will demonstrate how the scheme of an instance is transformed in each step of the tech
nique on a particular example. 
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Suppose 3 E In3t«Al' Bl (Ca(D3), Ea, Fa( G3)))) and we want to produce the instance alO = 
[H2(I3) := C2 U F2](a). 

Then the schemes of the succeeding instances a, aI, ... ,alO are as follows: 

instance scheme 

a (AI, B l (C2(D3), E2, F2(G3))) 

31 (AI, Bl (C2(D3), E2, F2( G3)), Br (C~(D~), E~, F~( G~))) 
a2 (AI, C2(D3), E2, F2(G3), Br(C~(D;), E~, FHG;))) 

33 (AI, C2(D3), E 2, F2(G3), Br (CHD~), E~, FHGm, H2(I3)) 

a4 (AI, Bl(C2(D3), E 2, F2(G3), H2(I3)), Br (CHD;), E1, FH G;))) 

35 (AI, B I ( C2(D3), E2, F2( G3), H2(I3))) 

a6 (Br(C~(D~), E~, FHG;))) 

37 (AI, BI (C2(D3), E 2, F2( G3)), Br (CHD~), E~, F~(G~))) 
as (AI,BI(C2(D3),E2,F2(G3))) 

39 (AI, BI (C2(D3), E2, F2( G3),H2(I3))) 

alO (AI, Bl (C2(D a), E 2, F2( G3), H2(Ia))) 

4 General selections and dependencies 

In this section we will first prove that, besides the equality selection a = /3, many other 
selections are NA-expressible. Next, we will show that functional and join dependencies are 
NA-expressible. 

4.1 Other selections 

Definition 4.1 

Let (A) = (al,"" an) be a scheme, i,j E {1, ... ,n}, i'l j, and 3 E Inat«A)). 

• If ai and aj are compatible attributes then we define the not-equal selection 

• If ai is a structured attribute, then we define the (not-)empty selection 

O"a,=0(a) = {'" E 31 "'Ia,= 0} 
O"a;;O<0(a) = {'" E 31 '" lad 0} 

• If aj is a structured attribute Aj(Bj) such that Bj and ai = Ai are compatible, then 
we define the (not-)element selection 

O"A'Ea;(a) = {'" E a I "'IA,E "'Ia) 
O"A'fla;(s) = {'" E s I "'lA,\<" "'Ia;} 

• If ai and aj are compatible structured attributes, then we define the (not-)subset 
selection 
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CTa;caj(8) = {z E 8 I zla;C "Ia) 
CTa;lZaj(8) = {" E 8 I "Ia;\t "Iaj} 

Since the attributes occurring in the definitions are attributes at levell, we say that these 
selections are applied at level 1. We can extend the definition to attributes at level k > 1 
(having the same parent attribute), such that we can apply these selections at level k. 

o 
Theorem 4.1 The applications of the selections not-equal, (not-)empty, (not-)element and 
(not-)8ubset at level 1 are NA-expre8sible. 

Proof 

Let (A) = (al,'" ,an) be a scheme, i,j E {1, ... , n}, i i j, 8 E In8t((A», and Ai the name 
of ai. In the following, we assume that the conditions on the attributes ai and aj as stated 
in definition 4.1, are fulfilled. 
The followmg equalities hold: 

• CTAdA/8) = 8 - CTA;=Aj(8) 

• CT A;=0(S) = 1I">.(CT A;=A,!([a~ := ai - aiJ(coPYa;~a'(8»» 
" . 

• CTA;#0(8) = s - CTA;=0(S) 

• CTA;EAj(S) = 1I">.(CTA;=B',(I'A'.(COPYAJ(Bj)~A"(B'.)(8)))) 
, } J J 

• CTA;iAj(8) = S - CTA;EAj(S) 

• CTA;CAj(S) = 1I">.(CTA:=0([ai:= ai - ajJ(s))) 

• CTA;IZAj(8) = s - CTA;CAj(8) 

o 

Theorem 4.2 The applications of the selections introduced in this section at level k > 1 are 
NA-ezpressible, 

Proof 

A similar induction technique is used as in the proof of theorem 3,3. 

Let s E Inst((A», and let Y(At} be an a~tribute of A such that Y(At} is the ancestor at level 
1 of the attributes in the selection, Suppose the attributes in the selection are attributes 
occurring in (A) at level k. 
Consider the following sequence of expressions : 

81 = cOPYY(>',)~Y'(>.',)(s) 
S2 = I'Y(8t} 
83 is obtained from S2 by applying the selection at level k - 1 
S4 = v>.,;y(S3) 
S5 = 1I">.(S4) 
S6 = PA,~>.~(empY'(1I">.,(S3») 
87 = s t><l 86 

S8 = 1I">.(CTY=Y'(S7» 
S9 = S5 U S8 

Now S9 equals the instance obtained by applying the selection. 
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4.2 Dependencies 

We want to introduce an operator which checks whether or not a specific dependency holds 
in a given instance. 'I 0. Since we only consider operators which have (a) relation(s) as 
argument(s) and a relation as result, we will define an operator which takes _ as its argument, 
and with result 8 if the dependency holds in " and result the empty instance over the scheme 
of " if the dependency does not hold in 8. 

4.2.1 Functional dependency 

Definition 4.2 

Let. E In8t((A)), AI, A2, A3, A4, AS and A6 attribute lists such that A = A3,Al,A4 = 
A5,A2,A6. 
Then we say that the functional dependency Al -+ A2 hold8 in 8, if and only if 

Since Al and A2 are lists of attributes at levell, we call it a functional dependency at levell. 
o 

Note: It is obvious that if A2 is the empty list, the functional dependency Al -+ A2 holds 
in every instance s. 

We will now prove that it is possible in the nested algebra, to check whether or not a given 
functional dependency (at level 1) holds in a given instance s. As mentioned above, we will 
do this by defining an operator F D, such that F D>., ~>., (.) = s if the functional dependency 
Al -+ A2 holds in 8, and F D >., ~>'2 (8) = 0>. 1 if the functional dependency does not hold in 
8. 

Theorem 4.3 The functional dependencie8 at level 1 are NA-expressible. 

Proof 

Let 8 E In8t((A)), AI, A2, A3, A4, AS and A6 attribute lists such that A = A3,Al,A4 = 
A5,A2,A6. 
If A2 is the empty list then FD>"~>'2(8) = s. 
Let us assume A2 is a non-empty list. 
Consider the following expressions : 

81 = P>,~>,'(8) 
32 = s t><:I 81 

83 = ">.,=>.; (82) 
84 = ">'d.>.' (83) 
8S = 7I">.'(84j 
86 = 8 !Xl (81 - 8S) 
'7 = [if 71">. = p>,'~>.(7I">.') then 71">. else 71">. - 71">.](86) 

Then 87 equals FD>.,~>.,(8). 

10.A, is a notation for the empty instance over scheme (>.) 

2 

'In section 5 we will prove that such A selective expression is N A-expressible. 
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Definition 4.3 

Let k > 1 and s E Inst((A)), A(A') a structured attribute occurring in A at level k - 1, and 
let A~, A~, A~, A~, A~ and A~ be attribute lists such that A' = A~,A~,A~ = A~,AZ,A~. 
Then we say that the functional dependency A~ --> AZ at level k holds in s, if and only if the 
functional dependency holds for each A(A')·value s' of s. 

o 

Note: Again, it is obvious that if A2 is the empty list, the functional dependency A~ --> A2 
holds in every instance s. 

Clearly, the following theorem holds : 

Theorem 4.4 The functional dependencies at level k > 1 are expressible. 

o 

4.2.2 Join dependency 

Definition 4.4 

Let Sl E Inst((AI)) and S2 E Inst((A2)) with A1 = a1, ... ,ak,ak+1, ... ,a, and A2 = 
ak+1,' .. , a"aI+1," . ,am' Then'l txln S2 is the (standard) natural join of Sl and S2 and it 
is an instance of the scheme (a1, .. . , ak,.' . ,a" .. . ,am)' Notice that, in this definition, we 
have made a notational simplification with respect to the ordering of the attribute lists. 

o 

Theorem 4.5 The natural join is N A-expressible. 

Proof 

Suppose Sl and S2 are as in definition 4.4. Then we have: 

SI txl S2 = 11" (0- - , '(Sl txl P ',(S2))) n O:l,··"Qk, .. "a",."om. Ct"+l .... ,QI-a,,+ll ... 'Q, Qk+l, ... ,ClI:I-Qk+l 1 ••. ,a, 

o 

Note: The definition and the proof can easily be extended to the application at level k, 
with k at least 1. 

Definition 4.5 

Let s E Inst((A)), A1, ... ,AI non-empty lists of attributes of A such that each attribute of A 
is also an attribute of at least one Ai (i E {I, ... , I}). Then we say that the join dependency 
A1 txl ••• txl AI holds in s, if and only if 

Since AI, .. . ,AI are lists of attributes at levell, we call it a join dependency at levell. 
o 

Note: The case that 1= 1 is trivial because this would cause A1 to be equal to A (resp. 
N). In the following we will assume I 2: 2. 
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We will now prove that it is possible in the nested algebra to check whether or not a given 
join dependency at level 1 holds in a given instance s. In analogy with the functional depen
dency, we will do this by defining an operator J D, such that J D>""""'''''>'ft (s) = s if the join 
dependency Al '"' ... '"' An holds in s, and J D >""""'''''>'ft (s) = 0>. if the join dependency does 
not hold in s. 

Theorem 4.6 The join dependencies at level 1 are NA-expressible. 

Proof 

Let s E Inst((A)), AI, ... ,AI non-empty lists of attributes of A such that each attribute of A 
is also an attribute of at least one Ai (i E {I, ... , I}). 
Consider the following expressions: 

SI = ("'>.,(s)) '"'n .. , '"'n ("'>', (s)) 
S2 = oS !Xl P>'~>" (sd 
S3 = [if".>. = p>.,~>.(".>.,) then".>. else".>. - "'>.J(S2) 

Then S3 equals JD>.,,,,, ... ,,,,>.,(s). 

Definition 4_6 

o 

Let k > 1 and s E Inst((A)), A(A/) a structured attribute occurring in A at level k - 1, 
AI, ... , Al non-empty lists of attributes of A' such that each attribute of A' is also an attribute 
of at least one Ai (iE {1, ... ,1}). 
Then we say that the join dependency Al '"' ... /Xl Al at level k holds in s if and only if the 
join dependency holds for each A(N)-value " of s. 

o 

Note: Again, the case that I = 1 is trivial and hereafter we will assume I ;:: 2. 

Clearly, the following theorem holds : 

Theorem 4_7 The join dependencies at level k > 1 are NA-expressible. 

o 

5 Selective Expressions 

In this section we consider the selective expressions, i.e. we will give the formal definition 
and we consider the NA-expressibility. 

The application of a selective expression on some instance s results either in the application of 
some NA-expression EI OIi s or in the application of some NA-expression E2 on s, depending 
on the evaluation of some condition C on s. Such a selective expression is written as 

[if C then EI else E2J. 

The motivation for studying the selective expression originates from the definition of the 
least fix point (lfp) operator [CHJ. If we claim that an NA-operator corresponds to a single 
statement (in the context of programming), then the notion of the Ifp operator corresponds 
to that of the repetitive statement. Intuitively the selective expression corresponds to the 
selective statement. Since in [GVGJ it is proved that the Ifp operator is not NA-expressible, 
it is interesting to verify whether the selective expression is NA-expressible. 
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Definition 5.1 

If E and E' are N A-expressions, then E = 0, E = E', E ~ E' and E E E' are basic if
conditions. The application of a basic if-condition C on an instance s results in a boolean 
value, that is recursively defined by : 

• the application of E = 0 on s, with E an NA-expression, results in E(s) = 0; 

• the application of E</>E' on s with </> E (=,~) and E and E' NA-expressions such that 
the schemes of E(s) and E'(s) are the same, results in E(s)</>E'(s); 

• the application of E E E' on s with E and E' NA-expressions such that if the scheme 
of E(s) equals (A) then the scheme of E'(s) equals (A(A)), results in E(s) E E'(s). 

If-conditions are composed of basic if-conditions using /I, V and..,. The application of an 
if-condition C on an instance. is a boolean value, that is recursively defined by : 

• if C is a basic if-condition, then the application of C is already defined; 

• the application of C' /I C" results in C'(.) /I C"(s); 

• the application of C' V C" results in C'(.) V C"(s); 

• the application of.., C' results in .., C'(s). 

o 

Examples of basic if-conditions, that can be applied on instances of the scheme (A, B, C, D, 
E(F)), are 

Definition 5.2 

1rA,B,D = 0; 
1I"A U PB~A(1I"B) = 1I"A; 

7rA,B,c(<7A=B) ~ PD~c(7rA,B,D(<7A=D)); 
1I"A E PF~A(7rE)' 

Let C be an if-condition and El and E2 NA-expressions such that for an instance s, El(s) 
and E2(S) have the same scheme. Then [if C then El else E2l is called a selective expression 
and its application on an instance s is recursively defined by : 

. { E1(s) if C(s) holds, 
[ifC then El else E2l(s) = E2(.) if..,C(s) holds. 

o 

Two examples of selective expressions, applicable to instances of the scheme (A,B,C,D), 
are: 

[if 7rA = PB~A( 7rB) 

then <7A=B(7rA,B,a) else PD~C(7rA,B,D)J; 

[if 1I"A = PB~A( 1I"B) /I ..,( <7C=D = 0) 
then <7 A=B(VC;E( 1I"A,B,C)) else PD~c(VD;E( 7rA,B,D))l· 
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Another example, applicable to instances of the scheme (A, B( C), D), is : 

[if "A S;; PC_A("c(I'B)) A "D = "D(O"A=D) 
then "A,B else PD-A("D,B)]. 

So, a selective expression specifies two expressions, one of which is evaluated dependent on 
the evaluation of the if-condition. The next theorem considers the NA-expressibility of these 
expressions. 

Theorem 5.1 Every selective expression is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

In order to prove that for every selective expression an equivalent NA-expression can be 
constructed, we first show that for selective expressions of the kind 

[if E = 0 then EI else E2] 

an equivalent NA-expression can be constructed. Subsequently we show that other selective 
expressions can be reduced to selective expressions of the above kind. 

Let E, E', EI and E2 be N A-expressions. 

Consider the selective expression 

[if E = 0 then EI else E2]. 

If A is the scheme obtained by applying EI or E2, and E' is a renaming of E such that the 
scheme obtained by applying E' has no attributes in COmmon with A, then the expression is 
eqclvalent with 

(i) (EI - ,,>.(EI CXI E')) u ,,>.(E2 CXI E'). 

Note that A and the renaming depend on the scheme of the instance on which the selective 
expression is applied. 

The equivalence is due to the fact that, if E = 0 holds, then E' = 0, hence ">.(E; "" E') = 0 
(for i = 1,2) and so the expression (i) equals E I . On the other hand, if E 01 0, then E' 01 0, 
hence ">.(E; "" E'} = E; and so the expression (i) equals E2. 

The following equivalences prove that basic if-conditions of another kind can be reduced to 
thekindE=0: 

E = E' == (E - E') u (E' - E) = 0; 
E S;; E' == (E - E') = 0; 
E E E' == 1I>';A(E) S;; E', 

where A( A) is the scheme obtained by applying E'. 

The following equivalences show that selective expressions with non-basic if-conditions are 
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NA-expressible: (let C and C' be if-conditions and El and E2 be NA-expressions) 

[if C A C' then El else E2l 

[if C then E else E2l 
with E ;: [if C' then El else E2l; 

[if C V C' then El else E2 

= 
[if C then El else El 
with E ;: [if C' then El else E2l; 

[if ~C then El else E2l 

[if C then E2 else Ell. 

This clearly proves that every selective expression is NA-expressible. 
o 

In the above definition of selective expressions the NA-expressions in selective expressions 
are applied at level 1. Therefore we say that these selective expressions are applied at level 
1. Now we extend the definition in such a way that application at any level is possible. 

Definition 5.3 

Let E be a selective expression. Let s be an instance of scheme (A), let A{A') be a structured 
attribute at level k - 1 in (A) with k at least 2. If E is such that for all A{A)-values v in 
s E{ v) is well-defined, E{ s) is defined to be the instance obtained from s by replacing each 
A{A')-value v in s by E{v). 
We call this the application of E at level k. 

o 

Note that in the definition we describe how the instance is changed, but, of course, the scheme 
must be changed correspondingly. 
An example of an application of a selective expression at level 2 of scheme (A, B{C{D), E{F), 
G, H),I) is : 

[if 'Ire ~ PE~c{PF~D{'lrE)) 
then 'lrG else PH~G(1I'H)J. 

Again we can prove by induction that the application of selective expressions at level k, k at 
least 2, is NA-expressible. 

Theorem 5.2 Every application of a selective expression at level k, for k at least 2, is NA
expressible. 

Proof 

We do not give the full proof here, but only an outline of it. First an equivalent expression 
is constructed for the application of a selective expression at level 2. 

Then the same method, as used earlier, is used to construct, from an equivalent expression 
E' for the application of a selective expression E at level k, an NA-expression E" equivalent 
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with the application of E at level k - 1, for k at least 2. 
o 

After extending the definition to allow for application at higher levels, we can generalize the 
notion even further such that application at multiple levels is possible. 

Intuitively, application at multiple levels means that the expressions used in the condition of 
some selective expression do not need to be at the same level as the then- and else-expression. 
So, if the then- and else-expression manipulate some attribute value v at level k, then the 
expressions in the condition do not need to manipulate the same value v, but they are allowed 
to manipulate an attribute value v', as long as this value v' is uniquely corresponding to v. 
This implies that v and v' must be values of attributes a and a' such that the parent attribute 
of a' is an ancestor attribute of a. 

First we define the argument attribute of an NA-expression. 

Definition 5.4 

If.p is an N A-operator with parameter attributes that are attributes of the list of an attribute 
X(>'), then the argument attribute of.p, denoted by AA(.p), equals X. (If the parameter 
attributes are attributes at levell, then AA(.p) equals lR; think oflR as the imaginary parent 
attribute of the attributes at level 1.) If E is an NA-expression, then AA( E) is defined to 
be the attribute a at the highest level such that for each NA-operator .p in E, it holds that 
either a is an ancestor of AA(.p) or a equals AA(.p) (so all the parameter attributes in E 
must be descendants of a). 

o 

Consider the scheme (A(B(C(D,E(F(G,H),I),J(K),L),M(N),O),P),Q) and the expres
sion Exp, which is equal to 

Then AA(Ezp) = A. 

So, the argument attribute is the attribute at the highest level, such that the expression 
manipulates only the value of this attribute. In the above example the argument attribute 
can not be at a higher level than A, since the unnest has parameter attribute B. On the 
other hand, the value of lR is manipulated, but, since A is the attribute at the highest level 
for which the value is manipulated and we want to be as specific as possible, we say that A 
is the argument attribute of Ezp. 

Definition 5.5 

A selective expression [ if C then El else E2 1 can be applied at multiple levels, if for every 
NA-expression E in C it holds that the parent attribute of AA(E) is an ancestor attribute 
of AA(El) or AA(E) equals lR. 

The application on an instance s is defined to be the application on every AA(EI)-value v of 
either El or E2, dependent of the evaluation of C. Since for every expression E in C there 
is a unique AA( E)-value corresponding with v, we can define C( v) in the same way as in the 
original definition, the only exception being that here every expression E is applied to the 
unique AA(E )-value corresponding to v. 
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The AA( E)-value corresponding to v is the value v' such that v'is the AA( E)-component of 
the tuple of which the a-value contains v, where we suppose that a is the ancestor of AA( El) 
with the same parent as AA(E). If AA(E) equals ~, then v'is the whole instance. 

o 

Consider for example the scheme (A(B(C(D, E), F(G, H)),!, J(K))). For a selective expres
sion where the then-expression has parameter attributes D and E, as in uD=E (so C-values 
are manipulated), the expressions of the condition must manipulate values of C, F, B, I, J 
or ~. 

A well-defined selective expression for the above scheme is 

[if I E J A uD=E = F then UD=E else UD=E(PD,E_E,D)]. 

Here the argument attribute of the then-expression is C, and with every C -value there are 
uniquely corresponding 1-, J-, C- and F-values. 

Note that it is reasonable to require that for every basic if-condition E = E', E ~ E' or E 
E E' it must hold that AA(E) and AA(E') are in the same list. 

Since we can reduce the application of selective expressions at multiple levels to the applica
tion at one (higher) level, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3 The application of selective expressions at multiple levels is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

We do not give the full proof here. However, it is obvious that such a selective expression 
is equivalent to a selective expression, with a basic if-condition (cf. the proof of the NA
expressablility of selective expressions with non-basic if-conditions). This implies that this 
selective expression is such that the then- and else-expressions manipulate a value v at level 
k, say, and the condition manipulates a value v' at levell, with I at most k. It is clear that the 
expression at level k is equivalent to some expression at levell, such that the manipulation of 
v is in fact the manipulation of some value v" at level I , and therefore the selective expression 
is a selective expression applied at level I. 

o 

6 Assignment Expressions 

The notation used for the application of binary operators at level 1 does ouly allow for 
the application of one operation at a time. In this section we will generalize this, allowing 
expressions like 

[G(H) := Au 7rF], 

which can be applied to instances of the scheme (A(B),C(D,E,F)). In such an expression 
we specify a new attribute based on an NA-expression, which relates attributes at levell. 

Definition 6.1 

A level-J-expression is either a binary NA-operator applied on two level-I-expressions (using 
infix-notation) or an NA-expression with an argument attribute at levell. 

The application of a level-I-expression E on a tuple t of an instance s of scheme (A) is defined 
by: 
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• if E is an NA-expression I, with argument attribute a at levell, then E(t) = I(t(a)); 
(N.B. if 1 = a, then E(t) = t(a)) 

• if E equals E'</>E", with E' and E" level-l-expressions and </> a binary NA-operator, 
then E(t) = E'(t)</>E"(t). 

Let E be a level-l-expression and s an instance of scheme (A). Suppose for a tuple t of s, E(t) 
is a tuple over the attribute A', and A" is compatible with A', but does not contain identifiers 
from A. 
Then [A" := EJ is called an assignment e:tpression (at levell) and its application on s is an 
instance of scheme (A, A") defined by : 

[A" := EJ(s) = { t' 13t E s : t'(A) = t A t'(A") = E(t)}. 

o 

Consider for example the scheme (A(B),C(D,E),F(G,H)) and the level-l-expression E 

If t is a tuple over this scheme, then 

E(t) = (t(A(B)) u t(C(D)))'" O"G=H(t(F(G,H))). 

If s is an instance of this scheme, then 

[A'(B',G',H'):= E](s) 

is such that each tuple tin s is augmented with an attribute A'(B',G',H') whose value 
equals E(t). 

Theorem 6_1 Every assignment expression is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

Let s be an instance of scheme (A) and [A' := EJ an assignment expression (at levell of (A)). 
We will construct an equivalent expression for [A' := EJ(s). 

If the expression E equals E' </>E", with </> a binary operator, then 

for proper A1 and A2. 

If the expression E equals a, with a an attribute at level l, then 

[A' := EJ(s) = cOPYa_'\(s). 

If the expression E equals I, with 1 an NA-operator with an argument attribute a at level 
l, then 

[A' := EJ(s) = g(coPYa_'\' irs), 
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where g is an NA-expression equivalent with f, such that each identifier from a is replaced 
by the corresponding one from >". 

If the expression E equals f(l'), with f an NA-operator and f' an NA-expression with 
argument attribute a, then 

[>.' := E](s) = g([>.' := /,])(s), 

where g is an NA-expression equivalent with f, such that each identifier from a is replaced 
by the corresponding one from >., . 

o 

It will be obvious how we can generalize the defiuition of assignment expression to allow for 
application at any level, analogous to defiuition 5.3. 

Definition 6.2 

Let E be an assignment expression. Let s be an instance of scheme (>.), let A(>.') be a 
structured attribute at level k - 1 in (>.) with k at least 2. If E is such that for all A(>.')
values v in s E( v) is well-defined, E( s) is defined to be the instance obtained from s by 
replacing each A(>.')-value v in s by E(v). 

We call this the application of E at level k. 
o 

Note that in the definition we describe how the instance is changed, but, of course, the scheme 
must be changed correspondingly. 

Analogous to Theorem 5.2 it is possible to prove by induction that the application at any 
level is NA-expressible. 

Theorem 6.2 Every application of an assignment expression at level k, with k at least 1, is 
N A -expressible. 

o 

So, for example, the application at level 2 on an instance of the scheme (A(B, C(D), E(F( G), 
H)), I) of 

[G'(D') := G U 7rO(VF)] 

results in an instance of the scheme (A(B,G(D),E(F(G),H),C'(D')),I). 

From the expressibility of assignment expressions at any level we can also deduce that we 
can write assignment expressions within assignment expressions, since for every assignment 
expression an equivalent NA-expression exists. 

As we have extended the defiuition of selective expressions to allow for application at multiple 
levels, we can also do this for assignment expressions. This means that for all the NA
expressions in a level-I-expression the argument attributes do not need to be at the same 
level. For example, we want to be able to apply . 

[C'(D') := C 1><1 7rF] 
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on instances of the scheme (A(B, C(D)), E(F, G)), resulting in well-defined instances of the 
scheme (A(B,C(D),C'(D')), E(F, G)). 

For the definition of the application at multiple levels it is required that the attributes, that are 
manipulated by the NA-expressions within the level-I-expression, are uniquely corresponding. 
This means that one of the NA-expressions manipulates values of an attribute, a say, and the 
other NA-expressions manipulate a'-values such that the parent attribute of a' is an ancestor 
attribute of a. 

Definition 6.3 

An assignment expression [A := EJ can be applied at multiple levels, if there exists an NA
expression Eo in E such that for every NA-expression El in E it holds that the parent 
attribute of AA(El) is an ancestor attribute of AA(Eo) or AA(El) equals !R (N.B. AA(Eo) i
!R). 

Let P be the parent attribute of AA(Eo) and s an instance. Then the application on s 
is defined by adding to every tuple t in every P-value v of s the A-value v', where v' is 
obtained by applying first all the NA-expressions to the values of their argument attribute, 
that is uniquely corresponding to the value of t(AA(Eo)), and then applying all the binary 
operators to these values. 

o 

Of course, the way in which attribute values correspond uniquely is the same as in definition 
5.5, where the application of selective expressions at multiple levels was defined. 

Theorem 6.3 The application of assignment expressions at multiple levels is NA-expressible. 

Proof 

As in the proof of theorem 5.3 it is possible to construct for every NA-expression within the 
level-I-expression an equivalent expression such that all the NA-expressions are expressions 
at the same level, k say, thus having an assignment expression at level k. 

o 

7 Operations that are not NA-expressible 

In this final section we define a number of operations on nested relations for which we prove 
that they are not NA-expressible. Hence, additional operators or functions are needed in the 
nested algebra for implementing these operations. 

Basically we prove that 

• the operation that selects the sets with the greatest cardinality out of a number of 
given sets is not N A -expressible 

• the operation that gives all the pairs of connected nodes in an undirected graph is not 
NA-expressible 

From these two results we deduce a number of interesting operations that are not NA
expressible. The proof technique that we propose can be used to proof the "non-NA
expressibility" of many other op erations. 
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Definition 7.1 

A scheme is called flat if and only if all its attributes are atomic, i.e. if and only if all its 
identifiers have level l. 
An N A -expression is called fiat if and only if every attribute of every relation that occurs in 
the expression is atomic and if the nest operator does not occur in the expression. 

o 

Definition 7.2 

Consider the scheme (A( B)) and an instance s of this scheme. 
The operator M a",c that selects those tuples from s, for which their only component has the 
greatest cardinality, is called the mazimal-cardinality operator. 
The scheme of Mazc(s) is (A(B)). 

0 

Example: 
A(B) A(B) 

{ ~ } III 
Ol Ul 
III Mazc(s) 

{ l} 
s 

Definition 7.3 

We will use the following notation [p, q] for the instance over the scheme (A,B) 

[p,q] = {(a,-l)! -p$a$ -2}U{(a,1)!2$a$q} 

o 

Definition 7.4 

In the sequel, p and q are two given different positive integers. 
The calculus expression {( al, ... ,an) ! f( al, ... ,an)} is called a derivable calculus expression 
(dee) iff 

1. f is a disjunction of disjunc ts 

2. every disjunct is false or is a conjunction of factors 
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3. every factor is a term or its negation 

4. every term has the form 

(a) ai = aj 

(b) lail = 1 

(c)ai*aj>O 

5. every non false disjunct has for every i,l ::; i::; n, the factor lail = 1 or ,(Iail = 1) 

The variables ai range over -p, ... ,-l,l, ... ,q. The semantics ofadce is clear. 
o 

Lemma 7.1 If a disjunct satisfies one of the following conditions, it is equivalent with false. 

1. 3i,1::; i::; n: ,(ai = ail is a factor 

2. 3i,1::; i::; n: ,(ai *ai > 0) is a factor 

3. 3i,1::; i::; n: both lail = 1 and '(Ia;l = 1) are factors 

o 

Ifa disjunct satisfies one of the conditions oflemma 7.1, we will substitute it by false in the 
sequel. 

Lemma 7.2 If a disjunct contains ai = ai, for some i,l ::; i ::; n, it is equivalent to the 
disjunct without this factor. If a disjunct contains ai * ai > 0, for some i,l ::; i ::; n, it is 
equivalent to the disjunct without this factor. 

o 

If a disjunct satisfies one of the conditions of lemma 7.2, we will delete the corresponding 
factor in the sequel. 

o 

Lemma 7.4 If the flat expressions E j and E2 have only one operand, [p, qj, and if they 
are both expressible by dee ", then their union, join and difference are expressible by dee's. 
Furthermore, their selections and renamings are expressible by dee's. 

Proof 

Let Ej([P,q]) = ((aj, ... ,an ) I h(a" ... ,an )} and E2([P,q]) = ((al, ... ,an ) I h(aj, 
... ,an)}. 

El u E2((P,q]) = {(al,'" ,an) I h(aj, ... ,an) V Ma" ... ,an)} 
Ej-E2([P, q]) = {(aj, ... ,an) I f(aj, ... ,an)} where f(aj, ... ,an) is a disjunction equivalent 
with h(aj, ... ,an) A ,(h(aj, ... ,an)), 
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El t><I E3([P, q]) = {(al,"" an, bl, ... , bm ) I I(al,'" ,an, bl , ... ,bm )}, where l(al,'" ,an, 
bl, ... ,bm ) is a disjunction equivalent with h(al, ... ,an ) A h(bl, ... ,bm ), and al, ... ,an , 
bl, . .. ,bm all different. 

O"i=j(E1l([p,q]) = {(al,'" ,an) I f(al,'" ,an)}, where f(al,'" ,an) is a disjunction equiv
alent with h(al,'" ,an) A ai = aj. 

o 

Lemma 1.5 II the fiat expression E has only one operond, [p, q]. and il it is expressible by 
dce's. then its projections are expressible by dce ·s. for p and q great enough. 

Proof 

We start with E([P, q]) = {( al, ... ,an) I I( al •... ,an)}. We will construct a dce that repre
sents one o~ its projections. Consider the projection on (a2' ... ,an)' al is the only attribute 
that is projected-out. Clearly, every projection can be written as a sequence of projections 
where only one attribute is projected-out. Therefore, our result will be general. Suppose also 
that I has only one disjunct. Otherwise we apply the construction to every disjunct of I. 

The projection is expressed by {(a2,'" ,an) I 3al : I(al, ... ,an)}' We will eliminate the 
existential quantor. 

1. If I is lalse, the projection is expressed by {(a2,'" ,an) lIaise}. 

2. Suppose that I contains some factors al = ai. For each ai, take all the factors of I that 
contain al, substitute al by ai, add these new factors to I. Delete then all factors al = 
ai. Let f' be the resulting function. Clearly, ((a2, ... ,an ) 13al : l(al,a2, ... ,an)} 
can be written as {(a2,'" ,an) I f'(a2,'" ,an)}, which is a dee. 

3. Suppose that I does not contain any factor of the form al = ai. We calculate the 
closure of f, notated j, by applying the following rules recursively: 

• if ai = aj in i. then add aj = ai 

• if ...,(ai = aj) in i. then add ...,(aj = ail 

• if ai * aj > 0 in i, then add aj * ai > 0 

• if ...,(ai *aj > 0) in j, then add ...,(aj *ai > 0) 

• ifai = aj in i. then add ai *aj > 0 

• if ai = aj and ai = ak in j, then add aj = ak 

• if ai = aj and ...,(ai = ak) in i, then add ...,(aj = ak) 

• if ai = aj and lail = 1 in i, then add lajl = 1 

• if ai = aj and ...,(Iail = 1) in i, then add ...,(lajl = 1) 

• if ai = aj and ai * ak > 0 in i, then add aj * ak > 0 

• ifai = aj and ...,(ai*ak > 0) in j, then add ...,(aj*ak > 0) 

• if lail = 1 and ""(Iajl = 1) in i. then add ...,(ai = aj) 

• if ai * aj > 0 and ai * ak > 0 in i, then add aj * ak > 0 

• ifai*aj > 0 and ...,(ai*ak > 0) in j, then add ...,(aj*ak > 0) 

• if...,(ai *aj > 0) in i, then add ...,(ai = aj) 
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• if ..,(ai *aj > 0) and ..,(ai *ak > 0) in j, then add aj *ak > 0 

• if lail = 1 and lajl = 1 and ..,(ai = aj) in j, then add ..,(ai *aj > 0) 

• if lail = 1 and lajl = 1 and ai *aj > 0 in j, then add ai = aj 

• if lail = 1 and lajl = 1 and ..,(ai * aj > 0) and ..,(ai = ak) and ..,(aj = ak) in j, 
then add "'(Iakl = 1) 

Next, we delete all the factors that contain al. Let f' be the resulting function. It is 
obvious that if f(al, a2,'" ,an) holds, also f'(a2,'" ,an) will hold. We have to prove: 

If f'(a2, ... ,an) holds, then there exists a valueal such that f(al, a2, ... ,an) 
holds. 

(a) Suppose lall = 1 in j and al * ai > 0 in j for some i. 
-Take t(atJ = 1 if t(a;) > 0 and t(al) = -1 if t(ai) < o. 
Then there cannot be a contradiction, since if this were the case, the choice for 
the value of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• ..,(al = ail in j and t(atJ = t(ai). 
But then ..,(Iail = 1) and It(a;)1 = 1 hold. 

• There is an aj, such that aj = al in j and ..,(t(aj) = t(atJ) holds. 
But aj = al is not possible. 

• There is an aj, such that ..,( aj = atJ in j and t( aj) = t( atJ holds. 
But then we must have lajl = 1 in j, hence ..,(al *aj > 0) and ..,(ai*aj > 0) 
and t(ai) * t(aj) > o. 

• lall = 1 in j and ..,(It(al)1 = 1). 
This is impossible. 

• "'(Iall = 1) in j and It(atJl = 1. 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj *al > 0 in j and ..,(t(aj) *t(atJ > 0) holds. 
But then ai *aj > 0 in j and ..,(t(aj) *t(ai) > 0). 

• There is an aj, such that ..,(aj *al > 0) in j and t(aj) *t(atJ > 0 holds. 
But then ..,(ai *aj > 0) in j and t(aj) *t(ai) > o. 

(b) Suppose lall = 1 in j and ..,(al *ai > 0) in j for some i. 
Take t(al) = 1 if t(ai) < 0 and t(atJ = -1 ift(ai) > o. 
Then there cannot be a contradiction, since in that case the choice for the value 
of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• ..,( al = ail in j and t( al) = t( a;). 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj = al in j and ..,(t(aj) = t(al)) holds. 
But aj = al is not possible. 

• There is an aj, such that ..,(aj = at) in j and t(aj) = t(al) holds. 
But then we must have I~jl = 1 in j, hence ..,(al * aj > 0) and ai * aj > 0 
and ..,(t(a;) *t(aj) > 0). 

• lall = 1 in j and "'(It(atll = 1). 
This is impossible. 

• ..,(lall = 1) in j and It(atJl = 1. 
This is impossible. 
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• There is an aj, such that aj *al > 0 in i and --.(t(aj) *t(aIJ > 0) holds. 
But then we have --.(ai *aj > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(ai) > o. 

• There is an aj, such that --.(aj *al > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(aIJ > 0 holds. 
But then we have ai *aj > 0 in i and --.(t(aj) *t(ai) > 0). 

(c) Suppose lall = 1 in i and there is no al *ai > 0 nor --.(al *ai > 0) in j. 
Take t(aIJ = 1. 
Then there cannot be a contradiction, since in that case the choice for the value 
of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• --.( al = ail in i and t( ail = 1 holds. 
But then we would have lail = 1, hence --.(al *ai > 0) and t(a!) *t(ai) > o. 

(d) Suppose --.(lall = 1) in i and al *ai > 0 in i for some i. 
Take for t( a!) a new value with the same sign as t( ail. 

-Then there cannot be a contradiction, since in that case the choice for the value 
of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• --.(al = ail in i and t(a!) = t(ai). 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj = al in j. 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj,such that --.(aj = aIJ in i and t(aj) = t(a!) holds. 
This is impossible. 

• lall = 1 in i and --.(It(al)1 = 1). 
This is impossible. 

• --.(Iall = 1) in i and It(alll = 1. 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj *al > 0 in i and --.(t(aj) *t(a!) > 0) holds. 
But then we have ai *aj > 0 in i and --.(t(aj) *t(ai) > 0). 

• There is an aj, such that --.(aj *al > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(aIJ > 0 holds. 
But then we have --.(ai *aj > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(ai) > o. 

(e) Suppose --.(Iall = 1) in i and --.(al *ai > 0) in i for some i. 
Take for t(a!) a new value with the opposite sign as t(a;). 
Then there cannot be a contradiction, since in that case the choice for the value 
of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• --.(al = ail in i and t(a!) = t(ai). 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj = al in i and --.(t(aj) = t(al)) holds. 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that --.(aj = aIJ in i and t(aj) = t(a!) holds. 
This is impossible. 

• jail = 1 in i and --.(It(aJ)1 = 1). 
This is impossible. 

• --.(Iall = 1) in i and It(aIJI = 1. 
This is impossible. 

• There is an aj, such that aj *al > 0 in i and --.(t(aj) *t(al) > 0) holds. 
But then we have --.(ai *aj > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(ai) > o. 
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• There is an aj, such that ,(aj *al > 0) in i and t(aj) *t(al) > 0 holds. 

But then we have ai *aj > 0 in i and ,(t(aj) *t(ai) > 0). 

(f) Suppose '(Iall = 1) in i and there is no al *ai > 0 nor ,(al *ai > 0) in l 
Take for t( ad a new value. 
Then there cannot be a contradiction, since in that case the choice for the value 
of t( al) would contradict one of the factors of the disjunct: 

• ,(al = ail in i and t(ai) = t(all holds. 
This is impossible. 

o 

Theorem 7.1 For every ezpression E in the flat algebra with one operand of scheme (A(B)), 
it holds that there is a dce {(al, ... ,an) I f(al, ... ,an)} such that for p and q great enough 

f is independent from p and q. 

Proof 

The proof is a direct consequence of lemma 7.4 and lemma 7.5. 
o 

Theorem 7.2 Let M be an operator such that M([P,q]) = {a I - p::; a::; -2} ifp> q and 
M([P, q]) = {a I 2 ::; a ::; q} if p < q. M is not expressible in the flat algebra. 

Proof 

If M would be expressible by the flat algebra we know from theorem 7.1 that M([P,q]) = 
{a I f(a)}. 
Since this is a dce, there are ouly four possible values for M([P, q]) : 0, {-1, 1}, {a I - p ::; 
a::; -2 or 2 ::; a::; q}, {a I - p::; a ::; q, a f. O}. 

o 

Theorem 7.3 Maze is not NA-ezpressible. 

Proof 

If Maze would be NA-expressible, then M would be expressible by the flat algebra. Indeed, 
we start with [p, qj. We nest the first attribute and project on the first attribute. We apply 
Maze to the result and we unnest. This gives an expression in the nested algebra that 
expresses M. By [PVGj, there is also an equivalent expression in the flat algebra. 

o 

The second operator that is proved not to be NA-expressible, is the operation that gives all 
the pairs of connected nodes in an undirected graph. 

Definition 7.5 

Consider an instance s of the scheme (A,B) such that <a,b>E s ~<b,a>E s. 
The operator Pe is defined by 

Pets) = {(c,d) I 3 cO,q, ... ,Ck with Co = c, Ck = d, 
« Ci-b Ci >E s or Ci-l = Ci) for i = 1, ... , k}. 
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The scheme of Pats) is (A,B). 
Pa is called the path connectivity. 

Example: 
A B A B 
1 2 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
2 3 1 3 
3 2 2 1 
4 5 2 2 
5 4 2 3 
5 5 3 1 
6 6 3 2 

3 3 
4 4 

s 
4 5 
5 4 
5 5 
6 6 

Pa(s) 

Theorem 7.4 Pa is not NA-expressible. 

Proof 

This proof is rather analogous to the proof of the previous result. 
We present a brief outline. 

Consider the instance 

(PJ = {<a,b> I - p Sa S p, -p S b S p, a # 0, b # 0, ((a = b -1) or (a = b+ 1))} 

0 

We first will prove that the result of every flat expression with operand (PJ can be expressed 
as {(al, ... ,an) I f(al, .. . , an)} where every ai ranges over -p, -p+ 1, ... , -2, -1, 1, 2, ... ,p 
and where 

1. f is a disjunction of disjuncts 

2. every disjunct is false or is a conjunction of factors 

3. every factor is a term or its negation 

4. a term has the form 

• ai - aj = k 

• ai = k 

oai=p-k 

o ai = -p - k 

where k is a constant (pos. or neg.) 
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(We substitute a disjunct by lalse if necessary.) 

Clearly [Pl = {(al,a2) I (al - a2 = 1) V (a2 - al = 1)}. Furthermore, the application of the 
union, the difference, the join, the selection and the renaming do not create problems. 

As to the projection, suppose that 

where I has only one disjunct, and consider "A" ... ,A.(E([p])). 
There are 4 cases. 

1. If al - a; = k is a factor, then add to I 
Ak-l ( .) 

• 1\ i=o --, ai = P - J 

.-"~=k+l ..,(a; = -p - j) 

• ..,(a; = -k) 

and replace every al by a; + k. 

irk> 0 

if k < 0 

2. If 1 does not hold and a; - al = k is a factor, then add to I 

• "j,:-~ ..,(a; = -p - (-ill 

• "~=k+l..,(a;=p-(-j)) 
• ..,(a; = k) 

and replace every al by a; - k. 

irk> 0 

ifk<O 

3. If 1 and 2 do not hold and al = k or al = P - k or al = -p - k is a factor, then 
substitute al by its value. 

4. If all terms that contain al are negative, delete them. 

So, every expression E in the fiat algebra with one operand [Pl, can be expressed as {(al,"" 
an) I I( aI, ... ,an)} with I independent from p. 

Finally, we have to prove that 

Pc([P]) = {(a,b) I (0 < a 50 p, 0 < b 50 p) V (-p 50 a < 0, -p 50 b < O)} 

is not expressible in the way above. If it were, then there exists a disjunct without positive 
terms. Take p greater than the greatest constant in this disjunct. The tuple < -p,p> fulfils 
but does not belong to Pc([p]), which contradicts. 
Hence Pc is not expressible in the fiat algebra and hence, by [PVGl, it is not NA-expressible. 

o 

Definition 7.6 

Consider an instance s of the scheme (A(B)). The operator Mine that selects the tuples of 
s that have the smallest cardinality, is called the minimal cardinality operator. The scheme 
of Minc(s) is (A(B)). 
Consider an instance s of the scheme (A(B),C(D)). The parameterized operator CS;;. c 
selects the tuples < a,b > of s with card(a) - card(b) 50 p'. The scheme of CS;;',c 'is 
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(A(B),C(D)). 
Consider an instance 8 of the scheme (A(B), C(D)). The parameterized operator CG~,o 

selects the tuples < a,b > of s with card(a) - card(b) 2: p. The scheme of CG~,o is 
(A(B),C(D)). 
Consider an instance 8 of the scheme (A(B),C(D),E(F)). The parameterized operator 
C S~,O,E selects the tuples < a, b, c > of s with card( a) - card(b) :0; card( c) + p. The scheme 

of CS~,O,E is (A(B),C(D), E(F)). 
Consider an instance. of the scheme (A(B),C(D),E(F)). The parameterized operator 
CG~,O,E selects the tuples < a, b, c > of. with card(a) - card(b) 2: card(c) + p. The scheme 

of CG~,O,E is (A(B), C(D), E(F)). 
o 

Theorem 7.5 Mine, and the parameterized operations CS~,o' CG~,o' CS~,O,E and 
CG~,O,E are not NA-ezpressible. 

Proof 

1. This is obvious for Mine. 

2. Let CS~ 0 be NA-expressible and let s be an instance over the scheme (A(B)). , 

would be an expression for Mine. 

3. If CS~,o were NA-expressible, there would be an expression for CS~,o. 

4. If C Sto,E were NA-expressible and s were an instance of (A(B), C(D)) then 

1rA,c(CS;;',O,E(S!Xl 1rE([E(F):= C - C](s)))) 

would be a parameterized expression for CS~,c. 

5. Clearly we have an analogous proof for CG~,o and CG~,O,E' 

o 

Definition 7.7 

Consider an instance. of the scheme (A, B). The operator To is defined by 

To(s) = {(c,d) I 3co, ... ,Ck with Co =c, Ck =d, 
« Ci-1, Ci) E s or 0;-1 = 0;) for i = 1, ... ,k} 

To is called the transitive closure. The scheme of Tc(s) is (A, B) . 
Consider an instance s of the scheme (B( C)). The operator So is defined by 

Sc(s) = {(c,d) I 3 co,··· ,Ck with Co = c, Ck = d, 
(Ci-1 nc;) '10, C,-1 E s, c, E s for i= 1, ... ,k} 
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So is called the set connectivity. The scheme of sots) is (B(C),B'(C')). 
Consider instances rand. of the schemes (B(C)) and (E, F) respectively. The operator Sto 
is defined by 

Sto(r,') = {(c,d) I 3co, ... ,Ck(C=CO, d=Ck, co, ... ,ckEr, 
Vi = 1, ... ,k (3(e;,/;) E': e; E C;-I and I; E c;))} 

Sto is called the set transitive connectivity. The scheme of Storr,s) is (B(C),B'(C')). 
Consider an instance. of the scheme (B( C)). The operator Sao is defined by 

Sao(s) = {(c,d) I 3 co, ... ,Ck(C = co, d = Ck, Co,··. ,Ck E', 
(Ci-I C Ci or Ci-I::l Ci) for i = 1, ... ,k} 

Sao is called the set alternating connectivity. The scheme of Sao(s) is (B(C),B'(C')). 

Theorem 7.6 The operators To, So, Sto and Sao are not NA-expressible. 

Proof 

1. If To were NA-expressible, Po would also be. 

2. If So were NA-expressible, Po would be by 

'1 = So(PE(F)~B(0)(1I"E([E(F):= C U DJ("A;o("B;D(COPYA,B~A',B'('))))))) 
Po (.) = POp~A,B(JLB'(JLB(·tJ)) 

3. If Sto were NA-expressible, So would be by 

4. If Sao were NA-expressible,' Po would be by 

8 Conclusion 

SI = "A;o("B;D(COPYA,B~A',B'(S))) 
S2 = PE(F)~B(0)(1I"E([E(F):= C U DJ(stJ)) 
Ss = (PD(B)~B(0)(1I"D(SI))) U (PO(A)~B(O)( 11"0('1))) 
Po(.) = Po,0'~A,B(JLD(JLo(Sao('2 U's)))) 

o 

o 

This paper illustrates the expressive power of the nested relational algebra. It demonstrates 
that this algebra is a suitable model for the implementation of nested relational languages. 
It can also be used for implementing other models, such as complex objects, and even object 
oriented databases. 

The nested relational model seems to be more appropriate to model information since the 
structure of a scheme reflects the structure of the information. On the other hand the nested 
relational model seems to be more complicated than the traditional flat relational model, in 
the sense that expressing queries is far more straightforward in the latter than in the former. 
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In the near future we have to look for simpler primitives. We also have to define a simple 
nested calculus that is equivalent with the algebra, and in wruch the queries are expressed in 
a more natural way than in the algebra. 

Both the calculus and the algebra have to be generalized with aggregate functions, recursion, 
methods, etc. 

We thus hope to gain a better insight in the development of an orthogonal and elegant query 
and database language that represents the structure of the information in a more direct and 
natural way than actual relational languages do. 
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